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DISCLAIMER

This information is not intended or
implied to be a substitute for
professional medical advice,

diagnosis or treatment. 

All content is for general
information purposes only.



EXPECTATIONS

Break up scar tissue
Replace medical attention for severe inuries
Lengthen your muscles

Reduce neurological tone & tightness
Reduce foot pain, discomfort & stress
Increase blood flow from the ground up
Improve your potential foot function
Provide benefits that translate to performance

It is important to know what to expect when
using these items. There are often myths &

misunderstandings associated with
recovery & mobility techniques.

These items WILL NOT:

These items WILL:



DUAL
ACTION
FOOT
MASSAGER



Posture
Two Foot: Sit comfortably with both knees bent
at 90 degrees and an upright torso. Both feet
should be on the massager, in line with each
other.

One Foot: Sit comfortably with the knee of your
working foot bent at 90 degrees, an upright
torso and the non-working leg firmly planted on
the floor.

Intensity
You should never be in severe pain. If you
experience severe pain during these drills please
see a foot specialist or your primary doctor.

The pressure you should apply for a relaxation
effect is a 5-7 out of 10. The pressure you should
apply for a soft tissue release is a 7-10 of out 10.

The smooth knobs will provide less stimulation
than the protruding knobs. You can align your
foot on the massager as needed to
accommodate for the difference in intensity on
the massager knobs.



General Practice
When rolling both feet simultaneously, make
sure your left and right foot are always moving in
opposite directions.

For a more general approach, roll the entire
length of your foot.

For a more specific approach, angle the
massager and your foot according to the areas
in need of treatment.

Using both the soft tissue release ball and the
massager barefoot will provide the best results.
Wearing socks is also suitable for these tools. 

Never wear any other type of minimalistic shoe
or other footwear when using these items.

Start conservatively. Condition your foot to these
tools. Never exceed more than three 10-minute
sessions per day.



Place both feet onto the massager
and roll them in opposite

directions. Apply a moderate to
intense amount of pressure. 

Perform 2-3 sets of 30 seconds.

Dual Foot

Click photo
for video demo.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PeENeL_1j8U


One Foot
Heel Emphasis

Place your heel on either end of the
massager and apply a moderate to

intense amount of pressure as you roll
from heel to mid-foot continuously.

Perform 2-3 sets of 30 seconds.

Click photo
for video demo.

https://youtu.be/RpkRyljNn28


One Foot
Forefoot Emphasis
Place your forefoot on either end of the

massager and apply a moderate to
intense amount of pressure as you roll
from forefoot to mid-foot continuously.

Perform 2-3 sets of 30 seconds.

Click photo
for video demo.

https://youtu.be/emjCP1DRJuY


While seated, cross one leg over & allow
your foot to rest on the opposite knee.

Manually apply either end of the
massager to the arch of your foot.
Roll at different angles & speeds.

Perform 2-3 sets of 30 seconds.

Handheld
Arch Emphasis

Click photo
for video demo.

https://youtu.be/s6sKGvV1pCc


Handheld
Top of Foot

Manually apply the massager to the top
of your foot, ankle joint and outer edges

of the foot. Roll at different angles &
speeds for best results.

Perform 2-3 sets of 30 seconds.

Click photo
for video demo.

https://youtu.be/xuTz978nX_A


SOFT
TISSUE
RELEASE
BALL



Begin with the ball smashed between
the base of your big toe and the ground.
Roll your foot along the ball, applying
pressure the entire time and stopping at
the pinky toe. Lift your foot, reset and
repeat this for 8-12 passes per foot. Try
to start & finish in a slightly different
spot with each pass.

Big Toe - Pinky Toe

Click photo
for video demo.

https://youtu.be/9MF1GgBpMCs


Big Toe - Heel
Begin with the ball smashed between
the base of your big toe and the ground.
Roll your foot along the ball, applying
pressure the entire time and stopping at
the heel. Make sure the ball stays on the
inside edge of your foot. Lift your foot,
reset and repeat this for 8-12 passes
per foot. Try to start & finish in a slightly
different spot with each pass.

Click photo
for video demo.

https://youtu.be/6OWvtg9USgU


Begin with the ball smashed between
the base of your pinky toe and the
ground. Roll your foot along the ball,
applying pressure the entire time and
stopping at the big toe. Lift your foot,
reset and repeat this for 8-12 passes
per foot. Try to start & finish in a slightly
different spot with each pass.

Pinky Toe - Big Toe

Click photo
for video demo.

https://youtu.be/eVrZepAuxvg


Pinky Toe - Heel
Begin with the ball smashed between
the base of your pinky toe and the
ground. Roll your foot along the ball,
applying pressure the entire time and
stopping at the heel. Make sure the ball
stays on the outside edge of your foot.
Lift your foot, reset and repeat this for 8-
12 passes per foot. Try to start & finish
in a slightly different spot with each
pass.

Click photo
for video demo.

https://youtu.be/ErquG4Fi-G4


Begin with the ball smashed between
the base of your middle toe and the
ground. Roll your foot along the ball,
applying pressure the entire time and
stopping at the heel. Make sure the ball
stays in the center of your foot. Lift your
foot, reset and repeat this for 8-12
passes per foot. Try to start & finish in a
slightly different spot with each pass.

Middle Toe - Heel

Click photo
for video demo.

https://youtu.be/rwFuyMvCvsM


Begin with the ball smashed between
your heel and the ground. Roll your foot
along the ball, applying pressure the
entire time and stopping at the middle
toe. Make sure the ball stays in the
center of your foot. Lift your foot, reset
and repeat this for 8-12 passes per foot.
Try to start & finish in a slightly different
spot with each pass.

Heel - Middle Toe

Click photo
for video demo.

https://youtu.be/7vla-EJ0uo8
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